
Advance notice for SWF Square dancing

From: Roger Friedmann (r.friedmann97@gmail.com)

To: r.friedmann97@gmail.com

Bcc: dgramwebmaster@yahoo.com

Date: Friday, September 29, 2023 at 04:13 PM EDT

Dear dancers,

The FL season is fast approaching, perhaps not fast enough, but we don't want to wish early Fall away. Regular SWF Newsletters will resume in early November, Look forward to se
soon.

Yellow rock,

Roger 

==============

Tammy Henry 2
(Roger, can you please forward to your SWFL distribution…

Hello Advance level dancers & Advance level students:

Seems like yesterday that we wrapped up last season’s Advance level program and now we are only about 6 weeks away from being in Sunny SWFL for the upcoming winter season.  We w
plans with you for the Advance dancing we will be doing this winter.  

Starting Monday, Nov 13 and continuing thru Dec 18, Darrin will be doing an A1 refresher from 6-7:30pm followed by Advance dancing from 7:30-9pm.  This will give our newer A1 dancers a
review what we had learned last season before staring into A2.  

Beginning Monday, Jan 8, Alan & Darrin will start A2 lessons 6-7:30pm followed by Advance dancing 7:30-9pm.   

We do not plan to start an A1 class this season.  This will allow those that learned A1 last season to move on and learn A2 this season.  Please feel free to share this with any Advance dance
coming to SWFL this winter season. 

We look forward to seeing y’all soon!
Marcy, Allan, Tammy, Darrin
==============



Addendum to the advance square dance notice

From: Roger Friedmann (r.friedmann97@gmail.com)

To: r.friedmann97@gmail.com

Bcc: dgramwebmaster@yahoo.com

Date: Friday, September 29, 2023 at 04:25 PM EDT

Tammy Henry 3:31 
to me, hallcsa
Oops … guess we should mention where 🤪. Here is the location info regarding the previous communication.  

Location:  Herons Glen
2250 Herons Glen Blvd
North Fort Myers
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